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Chandrasekaran, Sukantha, PhD

- Assistant Professor
- Clinical Microbiology
Deignan, Joshua L., PhD, FACMG

- Associate Professor
- Clinical Genomics, Molecular Pathology, Orphan Disease Testing
Drake, Thomas A., M.D.

- Professor
- Clinical Chemistry
Dry, Sarah, M. MD

- Professor & Interim Chair
- Skeletal & Soft Tissue, Gastrointestinal Pathology
Garner, Omai B., PhD

- Associate Professor
- Clinical Microbiology
Grody, Wayne W., MD, PhD

• Professor
• Clinical Genomics, Orphan Disease Testing, Molecular Pathology
Hart, Steven D., MD

- Associate Professor
- Cytopathology, Gastrointestinal Pathology
Kang, Sung-Hae (Sue), PhD

- Associate Professor
- Clinical Genomics, Cytogenetics, Molecular Pathology
Kang, Yuna, MD

- Assistant Professor
- Dermatopathology
Ku, Nam K., MD

- Assistant Professor
- Hematopathology
Lu, David, MD

- Associate Professor
- Cytopathology, Genitourinary Pathology
McGonigle, Andrea, MD

- Assistant Professor
- Transfusion Medicine
Mei, Zhen W., MD

- Assistant Professor
- Transfusion Medicine and Coagulation Pathology
Moatamed, Neda A., MD

- Professor
- Cytopathology, Breast Pathology, Gynecologic Pathology
Nelson, Scott D, MD

• Professor
• Skeletal & Soft Tissue
Rao, Jian Yu, MD

- Professor
- Cytopathology, Gynecologic Pathology, Genitourinary Pathology
Rao, Nagesh, PhD, FACMG

- Professor
- Cytogenetics

UCLA Health
Reed, Elaine F., PhD

- Professor
- Immunogenetics
Sajed, Dipti, MD, PhD

- Assistant Professor
- Head & Neck
Sarantopoulous, G. Peter, MD

- Professor
- Dermatopathology
Senaratne, Tharanga Niroshi PhD

- Assistant Professor
- Cytogenetics, Clinical Genomics and Molecular Pathology
Song, Lu, PhD

- Associate Professor
- Clinical Chemistry
Sullivan, Peggy, MD

- Professor
- Gynecologic and Obstetric Pathology, Cytopathology, and Breast Pathology
Valenzuela, Nicole Marie, PhD

- Assistant Professor
- Immunogenetics
Ward, Dawn C., MD

- Assistant Professor
- Transfusion Medicine
Yang, Shangxin, PhD

- Assistant Professor
- Clinical Microbiology
Zhang, Jennifer (Qiuheng), PhD

- Associate Professor
- Immunogenetics
Zhang, Liying, MD, PhD

- Professor
- Molecular Pathology, Molecular Genetics, and Clinical Genomics
Ziman, Alyssa, MD

- Professor
- Transfusion Medicine
We are a success because of all of your work and dedication.